CUBE FOR DOCUMENTUM AUTOMATICALLY PROVIDES GLOBAL CONTENT GOVERNANCE

TCG’s SaaS product, Cube™ for Documentum offers pervasive content governance for the banking and financial services sector. Cube constantly and automatically updates regulatory information for records.

THE GLOBAL CONTENT GOVERNANCE CHALLENGE

Banking and financial service organizations which operate on a global scale face a steep challenge in records management. Keeping multi-jurisdictional retention policies up to date with current legislation and regulation is a daunting task that can soak up resources and create legal difficulties. Given the complexity and size of the task, automation is difficult and the implementation of constantly-changing regulations from across the globe frequently require organizations to engage disparate and costly teams of legal experts combined with teams of records managers to support compliance processes. This constitutes a significant area of compliance risk and complexity for what is a highly regulated sector.

A POWERFUL SHARED TOOL

Cube for Documentum is a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution focused on content governance, offering a sophisticated, centralized engine which collects and monitors all regulatory data across the globe. Specifically designed for the needs of the global banking and financial services sector, Cube for Documentum is unique in its ability to automatically extract all global regulatory data relevant to record keeping. The solution uses an expert review process to automate the creation and updating of records policies. In doing so, it provides a constantly maintained information service for content risk and compliance. Policy can be completely automated via a web services/API integration, maintained and fed into EMC Documentum to provide a centralized and pervasive governance service.

- Maps content from EMC Documentum in real time to automate policy implementation and identify content risk
- Provides dashboard view of compliance levels across policy and content, enabling action in areas of risk
- Revolutionary way for global banking and financial services organizations to ensure records compliance
- Enables the simplified generation of compliant records retention and security policy
- Cube for Documentum allows you to be compliant 24/7, and avoid having outdated records and policies
KEY BENEFITS
Cube for Documentum reduces costs and risks by automatically maintaining compliance across a global organization. Further reductions are realized through staying up to date with legislation and regulation changes. Users enjoy significant risk reduction through real time dashboarding of all Documentum content with regulatory and legislative requirements.

- Enables an organization to focus on implementation rather than compliance
- Reduces risk of missing new regulations
- Removes the need to spend time updating constantly—automates regulation updates
- Enables organizations to approve via Documentum those documents due for deletion
- Enables informed decisions on retention and security policy
- Cube can export data for legal review to ensure compliance, showing all sources of policy
- Provides regulatory compliance for an Enterprise Content Management strategy using the EMC Documentum family of products

EMC CERTIFIED, CUSTOM CONFIGURED
The Cube for Documentum Solution carries the “EMC Certified” accreditation. This accreditation ensures tight integration and product roadmap alignment between Cube and the EMC Documentum platform.

The solution is integrated and configured by professional services personnel based on your business processes and associated enterprise applications. Together EMC and The Content Group generate a rapid return on investment, shortening time to deployment and replacing expensive customizations.

ABOUT EMC DOCUMENTUM SOLUTIONS
This solution is one of many content management solutions offered by the EMC Information Intelligence Group and its partners. These solutions help organizations to solve business problems specific to their function or industry. By combining EMC and partner technologies and services, these solutions help organizations to streamline and automate processes, increase productivity, address their information compliance and retention requirements, foster creative work, and lower costs.

Cube for Documentum is one of the offerings within the overall Cube technology framework created by The Content Group to provide an end-to-end regulatory compliance capability to any content initiative. The Cube framework can run in perpetuity as a managed service, providing the critical thread across other content technology solutions.

ABOUT THE CONTENT GROUP
The Content Group (TCG) works with clients across the globe focused on achieving better business outcomes through content. TCG enables its clients to drive out cost, get to market faster and be more responsive to customers whilst reducing risk and ensuring compliance. TCG has specialist expertise across EMC’s entire IIG product suite, including: Documentum, xPression, Captiva, xCP, D2, Kazeon, and Syncplicity. See http://www.thecontentgroup.co.uk/

ABOUT EMC
EMC Corporation (NYSE: EMC) is the world’s leading developer and provider of information infrastructure technology and solutions that enable organizations of all sizes to transform the way they compete and create value from their information. Information about EMC’s products and services can be found at www.EMC.com